
Lesson 3:  Downtown Northbrook 
Points of Emphasis: Signals, Railroad tracks, Four Way stops, Up & down hill parking 

Start: GBN  - Parking lot 
1)  Left out of lot on to Sherman 

2)  Left on Shermer  Go over RR (Glance left and right) 

3)  Left on Church   (Light) 

4)  Right on Keystone  (Stop sign – by Sunset - Pass Lincoln - UP HILL PARK)  

5)  Left on Kiest 

6)  Right on Meadow   (Yield sign) 

7)  Right on Milton 

8)  Right on Keystone   (Pass Kiest…pull up to big tree…DOWN HILL PARK) 

9)  Right on Church   (Turns into Cherry) 

10)  Left on Western  (4-Way Stop) 

11)  Left on Walters  (4-Way Stop    -    Switch Drivers) 

12)  Left on Shermer  (REPEAT ABOVE  from Step 3) 

13)  Right on Shermer  (Light - move to left lane by Techny)   (OR LEFT AND REPEAT ABOVE) 

14)  Right on Sherman 

15)  Right in to school lot. 

Up & Down Hill Parking Sequence: 

Up Hill with a Curb:  (Up, Up, and away) 

1) Position vehicle close to curb. 

2)   Just before stopping, turn the steering wheel sharply left as far as 
possible. 

3)  Shift to NEUTRAL.  Let vehicle creep back slowly until the right front tire 
gently touches the curb. 

4)  Shift to PARK, and set parking brake. 

5)  When leaving the parking space, signal, check traffic, and accelerate 
gently into the lane of traffic when safe. 

Up Hill with No Curb: 

1)  Pull as far off the road as possible. 

2)  Just before stopping, turn the steering wheel sharply right as far as 
possible. 

3)  Shift into PARK, and set parking brake.  

4)  When leaving parking space, let vehicle creep backward while 
straightening the wheels.  Signal and check traffic.  Shift into DRIVE and 
accelerate gently into traffic when safe. 

Down Hill with a Curb 

1)  Position your vehicle close to the curb and stop. 

2)  Let Vehicle creep forward slowly while turning the steering wheel sharply 
right.  Let front right tire rest gently against curb. 

3)  Shift into PARK, and set parking brake. 

4)  When leaving the parking space, signal, check traffic, and accelerate 
gently into the lane of traffic when safe. 

Down Hill with a Curb 

Use same steps as Down Hill with a Curb. 
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